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CF. LIBRARY 
AR~HJVES 
FUTURE 
0 Introducing Forum, the Future's new 
Opinion section, see page 7 
0 Say goodbye to Sound and Vision and 
hello to Encore! See page 13 
0 What ever happened to · Pia Zadora? 
Bob J axson reports from the field, see 
page13 
Serving the UCF Community for 15 Years 
0 UCF obliterates Rollins in exciting 
men's and women's basketball, see page 
17 . 
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State cuts force class cancellation at SOC 
by L. H. Thompson 
Future news 
A shortage of state funds and low 
enrollment figures have forced the 
cancellation of 14 courses offered by 
~he College of Arts and Sciences, in-
cluding all communication classes at 
the South Orlando Campus. 
"The state has withdrawn a lot of 
funds," Dr. Raymond Buchanan, 
communication department chairman 
said. Bue~ explained that fun-
ding is based on the state. sales tax 
and presently, the state has a deficit. 
"Those funds just had to be 
recouped," he said. "We (the State 
University System) have had to with-
draw millions of dollars." 
The current UCF budget, which 
was written last year, is a projection 
of anticipated. income. Based on state 
law, the university is not allowed to 
go into the red. "We are not reaching 
this year's projection," Dr. Ralph 
Llewellyn, dean of the College of Arts 
and Sciences, said. "We do not have 
enough money to fund all of the cour-
Board won't ris.k funds 
PAC nixes porno film 
by Deborah Parritt 
Future news 
. The Student Center Program and 
Activities Council board of directors 
has overruled the Cinema Commit-
tee's scheduling of an X-rated movie. 
"Alice in Wonderland" will not be 
shown this semester because the 
majority of the board felt UCF might 
lose funds if they offended. conser-
vative legislators or private donators. 
The cinema committee selected the 
film because in past years, X-rated 
films have been money makers, Kevin 
Hoogland, the committee chairman 
said. 
Last year, "Cinderella X" grossed 
$800 in ticket sales. Concessions sales 
to the packed house that attended. the 
film grossed $245. The film cost $359. 
The committee must pay for its 
own expenses and meet a profit line 
set by Student Government. 
The PAC board of directors sent the 
proposal back to the committee for 
reconsideration: A two-thirds 
majority vote by the committee 
resulted in a decision to keep the film 
on the schedule. 
The board vetoed the schedule by a 
six to five vote. Board president, Beth 
Mills, cast-the deciding vote as the tie-
breaker. 
The profits made on .the film would 
be outweighed. by the possible loss of 
university funds, Mills said. She said 
she was concerned. because of threats : 
to withhold funds made by private 
donators when "Cinderella X" was 
shown last year. However these funds 
were received. despite the showing of 
the film. 
X-rated, page 5 
Perez:"Student Government has 
matured this year into a working 
body that is working more for the 
Dr. Le Vester Tubbs 
students.'' · 
Weber:"Jt is the strongest senate 
this school has ever seen ... it sees 
no parameters. '' 
Tubbs: "The greatest aspect of 
this administration is that he 
(Perez) is giving (UCF) some 
positive state and national recog-
nition." 
That's what they say 
Next week, the Future looks at the first term of UCF's 15th Student Govern-
ment. 
ses we would expect to fund with 
regular faculty." 
·According to Llewellyn, money for 
courses offered above regular 
enrollment expectations comes from 
Other Personnel Services. OPS fun-
rllllg covers three areas: dual compen-
sation or overloads, which are courses 
taught by professors ~eady fulfilling 
maximum teaching loads; adjuncts, 
who are not full-time .UCF em-
ployees; and graduate teaching 
assistants. , 
Adjuncts and overloads are given · 
Balloon-antics 
priority, but because less than 20 
students enrolled in each of the 
classes offered, the classes were can-
celed, Llewellyn explained. Of the 
eight soc classes canceled, six were 
to be taught by full professors. 
At SOC, three sections of SPC 1014 
were cut because the total enrolltnent 
was only 29 students, Llewellyn said. 
"There appears not to have been a 
need for those three classes at South 
Orlando," he said. 
Cuts,page5 
The student center provided entertainment for those in the lengthy add/<ll'op 
line' this week. Fe~tured is "balloon man" Ro~rt Labby. 
Stude.nt accused of cashing 
worthless personal checks 
by Kathleen G. Foronda 
Managing Editor 
A UCF student i~ scheduled for 
arraignment Jan. 24 on charges of 
cashing a worthless check through the 
university bookstore. 
Victor Wilkerson, a philosophy 
·major, _has been charged by the State 
Attorney's Office with a misdemean-
or in the Iirat degree. According to 
Jim Williams, investigator for the 
State Attorney's Office, Wilkerson is 
charged with writing one $35 check 
on an account which had insuff :ient 
funds. "He ~Y have written more," 
Williams said. 
. But whether an individual writes one 
bad check or more does not make 
much difference, Williams. said. He 
explained that someone charged with 
writing one bad check would be 
equaHy tried as someone charged with 
passing off 35 bad checks. 
A reliable university source accused 
Wilkerson of writing at least 10 wor-
thless checks. 
Wilkerson refused to comment. 
Under Florida law, Wilkerson had 
seven ·days to tender payment in full, 
plus a $10 service fee, Williams said. 
If convicted, Wilkerson could be 
fined not more than $500 or im-
prisoned in the county jail for more 
than one year, Williams said. 
According to Dr. Alan Fickett, 
associate vice president for Univer-
sity Relations, there have been in-
stances in the past -when students' 
Checks, page 12 
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To Faculty, Staff i and Students: 
Tired of money markets? Bored with IRA? We specialize in below market 
prices on solid investment properties. Take advantage of Orange and 
Seminole Counties' oncoming boom. 
How about this: 
. 5 acres, tall trees, Orange county, listed at $24,000, ready to sell now in 
mid teens. $5,000 down. 10 ° /0 non-qualifying note. Excellent investment. 
. 3 bdrm, 1 Y2 bath, perfect rental house for UCF students, faculty or 
staff. $11,500 down. House is less than two years old ... a no-headache 
income property. ' 
Let's work together. We promise honesty. Call or stop by anytime. 
r:nE:;r-rr1.»ll __ 
Sincerely, 
Mannix Realty Inc., Realtors 
9810 E. Colonial Dr. · · 
277-4000 
VIS4 · .1 
- .F:_OT17 INLC' 
677-5558 
Amateur and Professional finishing available 
- lab on primises 
-film processing as fast as you need it 
-camera repairs 
-full line of photographic display products: mats, frames print 
-professional print display pr~paration: 
mounting, texturizing, spraying 
Member: Professional Photographic Society of Central Florida 
Opetl Mon - Sat 10 am -6 pm 
~:!~ent r1t~:~-~li """"::~~~~~,:~""' i· . "'./ ..::·: :1 fora good .look. : Orlando. Florida 32807 
~ -::::- . -~- ·- - _·. __ .=:_.,~/ 
. AUTO CRAFT UPHOLSTERY 
2010 W. Colonial 
(at Tampa Ave.) 
422-5606 
Auto Seat Repairs 
1:. o= . Headliners 
l ' 
/ Da&h Boards Covere~ 
Car Covers 
Where Appearance is Made to Count 
(S-0/o discount with this ad) 
MONDAY 
Busch $2.50 Pitcher 
25c Hot Dogs 
9 till Midnight 
TUESDAY 
Ladies Night 
St. Pauli Girl $1.00 
WEDNESDAY 
Stroh's Night 
75c per bottle 
SANDWICHES \ ' \ 
THURSDAY 
Heineken Night 
$1.00 per Bottle 
SATURDAY 
College Football 
Happy Hour 
25c Hot Dogs 
3-7 p.m. 
Moosehead $1.00 
SUNDAY 
Busch $2.50 Pitcher 
Happy Hour 12 noon till 7 
IMPOR.TED BEER 
Right Across from UCF on Alafaya Trail 273-2461 
AtA Clance 
Editing position available 
Applications for News Editor of the Future are being 
accepted. All interested persons should drop by the 
Future offices located beside the Health Center or call 
x-2601 for more information. 
Dive in 
The SCUBA Club will hold its first meeting Jan. 19 
at 4 p.m. in the Student Center. For more information 
contact David at x-4137 any time before midnight. All 
Skin and Scuba divers welcome. 
Join the service 
Alpha Phi Omega National Service Fraternity is sear-
ching for UCF stude.nts who are interested in a rewar-
ding service experience. Informational sessions are be-
ing held Jan. 17 and Jan. 19 in the Student Organiza-
tions Lounge. Both meetings are from 7:30 to 9 p.m .. 
Refreshments will be served. 
Alpha Phi Omega is a coed national service fraternity 
which emphasizes service and also includes leadership 
dev~lopment and social programs. 
Figuring it out 
Teacher-panelists from area colleges and high schools 
will discuss College Level Academic Skills Test, the 
CLAST, Gordon Rule, and other concerns of Central 
Florida's mathematics educators. 
The meeting begins at 1:30 p.m. on Jan. 21 in the 
Board of Regents Room of the Administration 
Building. William D. Schwartz, president of Inter-
national Laser Systems, Inc., will open the program with 
· remarks concerning area industry related to math · 
education. Following this will be briefings on 
undergraduate and gra4uate programs offered within 
the department. 
Teachers who plan to attend all or part of the UCF 
meeting should call Dr. Lee Armstrong at (305) 
275-2753 . 
Library memorializes student 
A memorial library is being established on campus to 
honor UCF student LuAnne "Lundy" Patton, who died 
in a plane crash last November. 
Only days after the accident, Patton had received a 
Florida Public Relations Association/ Arnold Palmer 
scholarship for graduate studies in communication at 
UCF. Following the wishes of her family, the stipend. 
will now be used to buy books in her memory for a pro-
fessional library and reading room on campus. 
Area professionals in advertising and public relations 
may contribute texts or other publications, bookcases 
or shelving to help establish The Lundy Patton 
Memqrial. ' 
All books contributed or purchased from funds 
donated to the memorial will carry a special bookplate 
dedicated to Patton. Contributions can be made 
through the UCF Foundation and are tax deductible. 
The library will be open to students and professionals 
in communication. A lending system will be available 
to members of the professional community. 
To contribute books or materials for the library, con-
tact Dr. Robert Davis or Maggie LeClair, at (305) 
275-2681. Also, funds may be sent directly to the UCF 
Foundation, Inc., Orlando, FL 32816, denoting that the 
contribution is for The Lundy Patton Memorial. 
Tutors needed 
The Office of Minority Student Services is presently 
taking applications for tutors. If you are interested in 
applying please contact Ms. Vera Williams at 275-2716, 
AD 225. 
Matters of the heart 
The Florida Heart Institute, in conjunction with the 
respiratory therapy program at UCF, invite all in-
terested students, faculty and staff to attend a series of 
free lectures to be held during 1982-'83 at the Loch 
Haven Arts Center Auditorium. Nationally and interna-
tionally known experts in the field of Cardiology and 
Heart Disease will be featured. For more information, 
contact Louis J. Acierno, M.D.,F.A.C.P., F.A.A.C., at 
275-2214. 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
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Alafaya improved; senate initiative continues 
by Roger Simmo~ 
Future news 
Despite some improvements on 
Alafaya Trail, student Sen. Robert 
Burkett's campaign to ease traffic 
congestion on the road continues. 
During December, the Department 
of Transportation's maintenance 
division filled several holes along· the 
shoulders and placed pavement 
markings on the road as a "preventive 
measure,'' according to Frank Gaines, 
a department engineer. 
B"!.1rkett led student demands for 
the upgrading of Alafaya last term 
and introduced a resolution in 
November that called for converting 
AJafaya to a four-lane road, lowering 
the 50 mph speed limit and adding 
crosswalks and street lights. It was 
passed unanimously by the senate. 
Burkett said he. is pleased' with the 
repairs on the road so far, but is about 
to start a campaign to have street 
lights installed along the road. 
"We're trying to work directly with 
Tallahassee" in order to eliminate 
some of the bureaucracv to e~pedite 
Campus, nation honor 
King's birthday 
The third annual Martin Luther 
King celebration at UCF will be · 
Jan. 14-15. All ~lasses are canceled 
today from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. · 
Sponsored by the Black Student 
Union, the Association of Black 
Employees and the Office . of 
Minority Student Services, the ob-
servance of Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr. 's 54th birthday includes a 
"Midday Celebration" and -a 
memorial luncheon. 
This year's theme is "Charting a 
NonViolent Course: The Challenge 
for the 80s." Speaking at this af-
ternoon's celebration will be Sen. 
Carrie Meek froiµ Miami. The 
.event begins at 11 a.m. in the 
Student Center and is free to the 
public . . The luncheon tomorrow 
begins at · noon at the House of 
Beef, 801 John Young Parkway. 
Tickets are $10 each and can be 
purchased at the Office of Minority 
Student Services, AD 225. ~tate 
Rep. Alzo Reddick is the gµest 
speaker. 
- --====---
- ----
- --
- --------
- -----== -_...,_ 
----
Cllp and Mall with your tax deductible donation 
of $20 or more to: 
1984 
"Ol YMPIC GLORY" 
United States Olympic Committee 
Colorado Springs, CO 80950 
GUN CONTROL 
"A Debate'.' 
.Beard vs. Stone 
the process as much as possible, 
Burkett said. 
Also, at its Jan. 10 meeting, the 
Orange County Commission came up 
with a $30 million wish list of roads it 
would like to see improved. Alafaya 
Trail was mentioned as the· fourth of 
five roads under consideration. The 
commission said that it would like to 
· see a $5 million widening of the road 
from Highway 50 to University 
Boulevard. The -reason for the wish 
list is that the st;ate will gain millions 
of dollars through the five-cent federal 
gasoline tax which will go into effect 
on April 1, according to the Orlando 
Sentinel. In addition, the state 
legislature. is expected to consider a 
state gasoline tax of 8 cents a gallon 
for road construction, the article 
stated . 
· Department of Transportation of-
ficials ~ DeLand, who administer a 
12-county area including Orange 
County, discussed the list at a hearing 
Wednesday. No DOT officials were 
available for comment on the outcome 
of the meeting. 
Battle pleads not guilty; 
trial set.for next month 
by Andrea 0. Farr 
Future news 
auditors discovered last ~~ptember 
that the funds were · missing from 
bookstore revenue. 
Battle was dismissed last August, 
At a Dec. 10 arraignment according to President Trevor Col-
former UCF bookstore employee bourn. 
Alice Battle pleaded not guilty to 16 The State. Attorney's Office 
counts of second-degree grand theft. charges that Battle embezzled the 
Battle, 33, 409 Celery Circle, funds, then. attempted to cover up 
Oviedo, is charged. with thefts the crime by depositing branch cam-
amounting to more than $44,000 pus bookstore checks into the main 
from the UCF bookstore, according bookstore account. 
· to a court records. Battle goes to Battle refused to comment on· the 
trial F~b. 15. . . charges . 
. She is charged with havmg stolen Morale at the bookstore remains 
the money bet~een March 1981. and fairly high despite. Battle's 
M~ch 1982 while employed as fiscal . dismissal, according to an official 
assistant at the bookstore. there. Richard Scott, director of 
Battle was res~onsible for all ca~h Auxiliary Services, said, "It's · 
· and che~ks ma:led to the ma.m always a disheartening thing, but 
bookstore or delivered fro~. bra~ch . the employees are doing well under 
campus bookstores. Umvers1ty ~he circumstances.'' · 
Student Center. 
Cinema 
.. ~ 
~ 
~-- lfA\ ~:'" ' 
. .. . ·-z·~~t·,~· it' 
1/14+16 ENAUD 
What Qo You Say to A 
Naked Lady 
Jan. ·21, 8:30 pm 
Draft House ·Midnight 
a:oo pm, ·scA January 1-9· SC Debate Tournament 
Postponed to 
Feb 18-20 
TAblE TENNi'l 
bACkGAMft\ON 
bilL\Rds 
d1Ess. 
Battle of The Bars· Jan. 24, 25, 26 
Jan. 31; Feb 1, 2 
Which pub is best? 
Decide for yourself! 
Round One at Bert's Place 
Wed., Jan.12 8 pm pac 
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·White females score highest on CLAST 
by Donna Howell 
Future news 
Results of the first College Level 
Aeademic Skills Test rank white 
female state university students 
highest in each of four areas except 
math. · , 
Reading, writing, computatioµ and 
essay preliminary resiilts cortlpare 
statewide achievement by sex, race 
and university or community college Of the 12,391 sophomores that took 
classification. Individual CLAST the first CLAST last October, 7,645 
scores have been mailed to students were community college students 
and a comparative analysis of UCF enrolled in associate of arts degree 
students is being run in the Computer . programs and another 1,064 were 
Center. Those results, as well as a associate of science degree can-
breakdown of scores by institution, didates. The other 3,682 were univer-
will be available Jan. 21, according to sity students, according to a 
Dr. Beth Barnes, assistant dean of memorandum from the Florida 
Undergraduate Studies. Department of Education. 
By law, all students seeking ad-
mission to upper division status-in a 
state university and all associate 
degree candidates must take the 
CLAST. Though most participants 
were from community ·colleges, state 
university students scored higher on 
all sections, especially on the com-
CLAST, page 12 
Athletic facility opening; U.S. FoOtball League to be first users 
by Krys Fluker 
F"uturenews 
Construction is almost complete on 
UCF's new athletic facility . by the 
recreational services building; which 
is scheduled to open Jan. 18 and will 
house all th~ athletic offices. 
Bill Goldsby, athletic department 
business manager, says that "it will 
oe a pleasant change" to have all the 
offices centrally located. The athletics 
offices are now primarily in the 
Education and PE Support buildings, 
with a few located in the 
Humanities/Fine Arts. and Recrea-' 
tional Services buildings. 
Richard Lavender, facilities plan-
ning projects manager, says the one-
story building, designed by 
Meggihson and Lenon, covers 17 ,000 
square feet. The same firm also 
designed the Education Building, 
which won the Governor's A ward. 
Other than athletics offices, the 
facility contains a weight training 
room, an equipment storage r~om, a 
large whirlpool, a medical treatment 
i'OOm, men's and women's showers 
and locker rooms. There will be 94 . 
Organizational Communieatiou Club 
WP u'ould likP to say THANKS! to evrryone who has giVen 
their time and support to our club. Our purpose is to provide you 
with contacts 1101c. Join us and take advantage of this oppor-
tunity. Call club President Roger Bmsley at 2 75-2681. 
FREE 
Tuesday 
January 18th 
· 8pm 
fllEril~llJrll[J~ ... 
A nENDING COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY? 
CAN YOU GUARANTEE YOUR RESULTS? 
WE WOULD LIKE TO SHARE AN IDEA 
WITHYOUTHATCAN: 
•increase Your Study Effectiveness 
•Greatly Improve Exam Results 
•Reduce Study Time & Effort 
HAVE YOU CONSIDERED THE EFFECT Of.A 
FAILED EXAM? IT CAN MEAN: 
•An Extra Year Of Study 
•Additional Colleoe Fees & Expenses 
Give us a cal,l and come on down to our centre and get full detai,ls of this ex-
ceptional system. You .will quickly see why it is being enthusiastically used 
by students around the world. 
A COUPLE OF HOURS SPENT NOW COULD SAVE A. 
GREAT DEAL OF TIME & MONEY IN·THE LONG RUN. 
Free Workshop Seminar 
Tuesday, 18th of January, 8 pm 
in the Student Center Auditorium 
For Bookings Contact: 
Main desk, Student Center building 
men's and 59 women's lockers, with 
24 additional lockers which can be 
used by either due to a movable par-
t' 
.tit~on. All of the ground area, with the 
exception of the showers, bathrooms, 
and storage area, is carpeted. Accor-
ding to Bill Goldsby, this is safer and 
as economical as tile. There will also 
Construction, page 12 
FREE 
T~esday 
January 18th 
8pm 
Sponsored by UCF Student Government 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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X-rated-------------frompagel 
Conservative legislat.ors who direc-
tly control UCF's moneys and the an-
ti-pornography referendum passed in 
Orange County in November were 
two other reasons Mills gave for 
voting against the proposal. 
While the film was being con-
sidered, Hoogland met with ad· 
ministration officials who ·told him 
they would back up the committ.ee's 
decision. The administrators did 
request that the film's publicity stay 
on campus and be minimal The com-
mittee agreed. 
~ Bill Hardman, a board member who 
favored showing ''Wonderland'' said 
the profits from an X-rated film could 
go t.oward buying better quality films. 
.' Hardman said the issue involved 
not only profits but also free speech . . ' 
He called the board's move self-
censorship and said it was the univer-
sity's first step in allowing itself t.o be 
censored by outside powers 
threatening to withhold moneys. 
Of the 18 films to be shown, more 
than half were violence oriented. 
These films included, "Death Race 
2000," "Mad Max," "Night of the 
Living Dead,'' and two Bruce Lee 
films; "Game of Death" and "Enter 
the Dragon." 
There was no controversy surround· 
ing the violent content in these films 
either in the committee or on the 
board, Hoogland and Hardman said. 
Two committee members quit 
because of the veto but the majority 
felt the board had valid reasons for its · 
action, although they could not agree 
with them. 
"This doesn't mean we will not 
show them (X-rated films) anymore,." 
Hoogland said. The committee will 
continue to judge each semester's 
film sche4ule individually he said. 
Cuts ---~------------:--- from page 1 
Dorothy Westenhofer, staff 
assistant at SOC agrees that money is 
a major problem, but said that 
enrollment is good. ''We feel confident 
that we could have filled those 
classes," she said. The education and 
graduate engineering classes were not 
affected by the cuts, according to 
Westenhofer. 
''The summer is another issue,'' 
Llewellyn said. ''We are projecting at 
this point that we will be able to ftµid 
only about 80 percent of the current 
curriculum.'' General education cour-
ses are given highest priority and 
graduate programs lowest priority in 
the summer, he said. 
Bl\QTHE~ ... 3 
Union Park Outlet Store Only 
10513 E. Colonial Dr . 
$13.99· 
Basic 501 - Shrink to Fit 
For Guys and Girls 
Designer 
Jeans 
25°!o Off 
Levi 
Doors Open · 
at 8:00 P.M. 
Plenty of FREE 
·Parking Available. 
Tuesday· MOvle Night 
$1.00admlsslon 
50¢ mixed drink specials all night 
Wednesday • Nichol Night 
5¢ draft 
10¢ mixed drinks all night 
Page5 
Thursday· Arm Wrestling Championships 
75¢ Budweiser all night 
Fri. & S~t. ·Free draft 8-9 pm 
70 WEST AMELIA AVENUE 
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32801 
PHONE (305) 423-1693 
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**************************'*'' ., ................................. , ••••. * . . *. . . . 
·-14 · Campus Worship Service *: WESLEY FOUNDATION: 
* . 4*• ®)_ : *· EvERY SUNDA y * : . (United Methodist) • 
* 10:30 am it • Spring Activities 1983 • 
* Led By: Rev. Bob Gibbs * : : f · (UnitedMethodist) f: Worship-SundayMornings.-10:30-SC227 · : 
· .ta. ~ + . Rev. Bob Gibbs . • 
'l"' Director, United Campus Ministry · ~ • · • 
it * • Search· (Bible Study)-Mondays. Noon-Knight RM. i f SC Study Lounge : : Fellowship Meeting • Wednesday.s -4pm -SOL : 
{t · SC 227 {t : . · (Speqkers, Films, Discussions) + 
it * : United Methodist Student·conference - Feb. 4-6, : 
it All Students, Faculty and Staff are Cordially it : 1983, Topic: Christion Faith and .Human Sexuality : f Invited to Attend f : For More Information: Rev. Bob Gibbs : 
fl- . . · if- t . SC208X2468 · : 
***************"*********** :; •••••••••••••••••••• ~~··~·······~···· 
ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS 
You may be eligible ·for a two-year Air Force ROTC scholarship. The scholarship includes full 
tuition, lab expenses, incidental fees, a reimbursement for textbooks, and $100 a month tax free. 
How do you qualify? You must have at least.two years.of graduate or undergraduate work remain-
ing, and be willing to serve your nation at l~ast four years as an Air Force officer. Scholarships are 
available to students who can qualify for pilot, navigator, or missile training, and to those who are 
majoring in selected technical and nontechnica.l academic disciplines, in certain scientific areas, in 
undergraduate nursing, or selected prer:nedical degree areas. Non-scholarship students enrolled in 
the Air Force ROTC two-year program also receive the $100 mont~ly tax-free allowance just like the 
scholarship students. Find out today about a two-year Air Force ROTC scholarship and about the 
Air Force way of life. Your Air Force ROTC counselor has the details. 
HOTC 
Gateway to a great way of life. 
Professor of Aerospace Studies . 
Humanities and Fine Arts Bldg., Room 214 
University of Central Florida 
275-2264 
·GUILTY 
Roger Downing 
CRIME: Forest Fire -
- WEAPON: A Match 
PUNISHMENT: 
Fine or imprisonment 
Only you can 
prevent forest fires. 
IF YOU :LIKE BANKING 
MADE EASY 
YOU'LL LOVE US 
FREE 
The Citizens Bank of Oviedo is 
located Just minutes from the 
u.c.F. campus. we have spacious 
parking, fast drive in tellers and 
two CITIZENS 24 HR automated 
tellers.in Oviedo and at ·U.C.F. in 
the new A.T.~M. building. All to 
make· banking easy for you. 
Everything.you will ·ever -
need from a Full service ea·nk is 
yours at .... 
0 
••• 
.YOIJJtF.RIENDLY 
156 G.ENEVA DRIVE.• P. 0. BOX 729 • OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765 
®·MEMBERFDIC (305) 365-6611 
ADMISSION 
.~ 
WITH COLLEGE I.D. 
ON THESE NIGHTS 
Every 
Monday 
New Wave 
RockNRoll 
1112 Hours $1.00 Heineken 
_,~ From 9:00 
, ~ For Information 
~Call 295-3751 . 
NOT VALID FOR SP6CIAL EVENTS 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
FORUM The ultimate measure of a man is not where he stands in moments of comfort and 
convenience, but where he 
stands at t imes of challenge 
A free exchange of ~deas and controversy. 
on the issues of the day Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Future-January 14, 1983 
Honor King's mem~ry 
with legitimate progress 
Today and this weekend, UCF and the rest of the na-
tion will honor a man whose life had tremendous impact 
·upon our society. · 
The 54th anniversary of Dr. Martin Luther King's 
birth holds great significance for our generation as well 
as the generations that will follow. 
King dedicated his life to the concept that all human be-
ings possess a certain dignity that elevates them above 
the beasts. He inspired a race of people to recognize their 
Qignity and pursue the inalienable rights due all men. 
Today and throughout the weekend there will be calls 
for a national holiday to honor King. It seems fitting 
enough that our nation should honor a man . who 
epitomizes the traits of American courage and 
resourcefulness. If some are hesitant to praise King for 
. his accomplishments, then honor the man for what he did 
not do. 
He did not encourage violence. He did not demand 
revenge for centuries of racially inspired murder and ter· 
ror. He did not destroy-he built. 
To honor such a man would be fitting if some societal 
progress accompanied the recognition. Recent events 
prove that things are not what they should be in the area of 
racial equality. 
The obvious racial tensions in Miami are merely the tip 
of a long, burning fuse. Unemployment for black youth is 
twice as high as their white counterparts. The average in-
come for black families is still substantially lower than 
white families. 
There are no black senators in Washington and too few 
blacli representatives .. Our elected government supports 
a totalitarian and racist government in South Africa. 
There are still segregated churches in Kissimmee and 
separate doctors ' waiting rooms in Mississippi. 
The point I'm ~aboring to make is that a holiday in 
recognition of a man the stature of Martin Luther King 
should mean more than an excuse to sque~ze another 18 
holes of golf oµt of another three-day weekend. 
A day of speeches and picnics would be fine, but a mo-
ment's worth of itenuine progress would be far better. 
Some believe the declaration of such a holiday would be a 
step toward that goal. 
If a King memorial were enacted, it should be painfully 
clear that it would be a day of commemoration for a 
courageous, enlightened man but not a celebration of the 
completion of his work. 
Michael E. Griffin 
Editor in Chief 
The FUTURE 
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· University of Central, Florida 
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David E. Henderson 
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From our readers 
Dean: Math chairman follows UCF 
procedure on forgiveness policy 
Editor: 
I read with some interest > 
the letter concerning the 
mathematics department 
from an anonymous 1982 
Graduate in the Dec. 10 
issue of the Future. . 
the course before have 
enrol.lmeµt priority over 
those seeking grade 
foregi veness. 
The substitutability of 
another course for the 
original ·one is entirely a 
matter of departmental deci-
sion based on the content 
and relative difficulty of the 
two courses. 
While I don't need to de-
fend the chairman of 
mathematics 1;U1d statistics-
he being quite capable of 
defending himself should the 
need arise, I must assure all 
concerned that he does not 
· ''make up policy as he sees 
fit." He is simply applying 
an established University 
policy. 
Ralph A. Llewellyn 
Dean, College of Arts and 
Sciences 
Far be it for me to commerit 
on anyone's personal list · of 
things to avoid whether they . 
be teachers, in-laws, or 
brands of chili pepper. 
However, the rather confus-
ed paragraphs concerning 
the application of the univer~ 
sity's forgiveness policy ~ 
leads me to believe that 
1982 Graduate, 'like many 
students, is unclear on the 
intent of the policy. 
Teams need student support 
The purpose is to provide 
a limited opportunity for 
students who may not have 
done well in a course to 
repeat the same course (and 
remove the original grade 
from their GPA), provided 
that there is space available 
in the class. This means that 
students who haven't had 
Letter Policy 
Letters to the editor must 
be delivered to the Future· by 
5 p.m. on the Monday before 
publication. Letters must be 
typed, double spaced on a 60 
space line. All letters must 
be signed with writer's name 
and phone number to be con-
sidered for publication. 
Writer's names will be 
withheld upon request. All 
letters ate subject to 
editing. 
Some letters may be 
designated . as guest 
editorials at the editor's 
discretion, with permission 
of the author. All submitied 
material becomes the copy-
written property of the 
· Future newspaper. 
Editor: 
As we begin a new 
semester, I'd like to take 
this opportunity to discuss 
the students' support·of our 
athletic programs. While 
supporting the school's 
teams won'~ pay bills or put 
food on anyone's table, it 
does warrant a ·little con-
siderati~n. · 
The university is growing, 
and so is the athletic depart-
. ment. However, it appears 
school spirit is not keeping 
pace. The support the .teams 
get is very enthusiastic, but 
it only comes from a small 
portion of the student body. 
We'd all like to see the 
university · become a greater 
institution and greater 
school support of our teams 
can help in achieving this ob-
jective. We must all get in· 
volved. Each student can be 
a contributor and now is as 
good a time as any to start. 
teams, page 9 
Guest editorial by tawrence h. thompson 
Disturbing, implications in Terry.cancellation· 
It's ·no secret that the life 
of a touring musieian is a 
hectic one of airplane con· 
nections, hotel lobbies and 
moody crowds. And for jazz 
musicians, often maligned 
and misunderstood because 
they are not in the 
glamorous trapp1.ngs of their 
so-called '' legitimate ' ' 
counterparts, the road can 
be a particularly demanding 
venture. 
Just ask Clark Terry. 
Terry, a world-renown 
jazz artist, has appeared in 
concert halls from North 
America to Japan, been on 
numerous TV . shows (in· 
eluding NBC's "Tonight 
Show ;' ) and presented 
clinics in high schools where 
most students couldn't even 
spell jazz. A gentle man 
whose love for music is only 
exceeded by his desire to 
share his talents with 
others, Terry recently 
agreed to perform here at 
UCF- during a break from his 
scheduled appearance at 
Lake Buena Vista's Village 
Lounge. 
But for those who may 
have noticed the flyers 
around campus, Clark 
Terry~ s ·appearance was 
canceled. The · explanation 
offered by a spokesman from 
the publicity office at Lake 
Buena Vista was ''there was 
a (contract) disagreement." 
Granted, contract 
agreements can sometimes 
be fouled up but for "a fre-
quent performer" of Central 
Florida, there would appear 
to be a trace of tainted 
Southern hospitality involv-
ed. 
According to Terry's 
manager, Joe Carley of 
Creative Jazz Composers, 
Inc., the contract stipulated 
that Terry was to have a 
three-bedroom cottage 
reserved for himself and 
Terry, page 9 
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Censorship claims are figments of a child's imagination. 
Editor: 
It appalls me to see the lack of 
knowledge that certain students 
show. I am ~ddressing the letter that 
appeared in the Dec. 10th issue of the 
Future. ("Cinema· committee's movie 
selections censored'') 
Ms. Johnsen referred to herself as a 
member of the cinema committee. Ms. 
Johnsen is in fact a member of the 
Program and Activities Council in 
which the cinema . committee · is a 
member. 
Timeless riddle · 
Editor: 
How many Rollins preppies does 
it t.ake to spank a monkey? · 
Curious Freshman 
Beats me-Editor 
The· Programs and Activities Coun-
cil which consists of nine· committees 
did not prevent the cinema committee 
from showing this film or any other. 
The board of directors of the 
Programs and Activities Council elec-
ted. by the students to preside over 
the committees in decision making 
thought it in the best interest of the 
PAC and UCF to ~emove the film 
from the agenda. 
It was never said that the board 
· wo~ld refuse them money for movie 
Spanky 
HDW WAs 'l,)UJC 
~·I T12.IP 
VACAl10A.J? 
,,.... ___ WE'RE /~ YOUR FUil.iC LIBRARY-· - ...... G ~ !lfl'm @Tii &!J ~ ~~l]ls~ 
selections. The issue at hand was only 
the X-rated movie, not the entire 
movie schedule. 
As for smut week, that is a figment 
of her imagination. A dream in the 
mind of a child. The deci~ion was 
made strictly on a finan~ial basis. Ms. 
Johnsen was correct in saying that 
the university is here to promote free 
thinking among its students. But if 
the university does not have the 
money, it can provide neither. 
Moral and religious beliefs had 
nothing to do with it. If Ms. Johnsen 
had opened her ears or done her 
homework on this matter, she would 
not have made such an ignorant 
statement. 
If Ms. Johnsen is really as concern-
ed as she said she is she would never 
have resigned from her position as 
secretary of the cinema committee, 
instead she would have remained on 
th~ committee so that she might 
make a difference as insignificant as it 
would have been. 
·Beth Mills 
by Carl McKnight 
~BCNN1£S1 
L..JH-AT£LtJt? 
~r"""' Et.o. Ad Reps make money! call 275-2865 
lOo/() OFF SALE THE .HAIR SHOP 
INCLUDES AU. CURRENT.STYLES 
10% OFF on Wedding Gowi;is, Hats & Veils 
10% OFF on Brid~smaids & M~thers dresses 
SALE STARTS JAN. 3rd thru 31st 
. Precision Style Cµt $ 7 .00 
"'='° ALSO CAR~:y:~~~ ~~:!17a:i~CESSORIES •& 10S09 E. Colonial Dr. (Wit111 Dixie Center) 
llNION PARK 
7424 U.niversity Blvd. University Shopping Center, 671-5746 
PUBLIC NOTICE I I I STEREO LIQUIDATION 
California Stereo Liquidators, Federal No. 95-3531037, will di~­
pose of, for a manufacturer's represen·tative, their inventory 
surplus oJ NEW stereo equipment. ·The items listed below ·will be 
sold on a first-come fir_st-served basis while quantities lastl 
QUALITY INN-UNIVERSITY 
11731 East Colonial Dr., Orlando, FL 
5 AM/FM Cassette 
ONLY Car Stereos, In-Dash 
5 AM/FM 8-Track 
ONLY Car Stereos, In-Dash 
Disposal 
Value Price 
$1-59 $2900. 
$139 $29ea. 
22 .PR. 
. ONLY 
20 PR. 
ONLY 
Sunday, January 16, 1983 
9:00 am to 2:00 pm 
Triaxial Car Speakers 
(Round) Giant Mags 
Triaxial Car Speakers 
(6 x 9) Giant Mags 
Disposal 
Value · Price 
$ 8~ $39pr . 
$119 $49pr. 
Full Service Salon 
Walk-lni Welcome 
282-1700 
Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8 
Bachelor of Dentist Surgery 
offers 
'20 . · DENTAL l'.l.EANING 
. •ADULT R.UORIDE TREATMENT -
$ 15 f.AVITY DETECTION 
•CHILDREN XRAYS aaf EXAMINATION 
at his practice ol 
GENERAL 
DENTISTRY 
THE GREATER MALL 
Suite 105 
430 Semoran Blvd. {E. Hwy. 436) 
Casselberry 
339-2442 
Foos mnv vnrv 1M1rn 
' . . .. 
' . . . ' 
18 - Graphic Equalizers (Good) .. 10 AM/FM Cassette-Built-in 
. ONLY for Car, High Wattage $159 $39ea. ONLY Equalizer & Auto Reverse $299 $139ea. 
EPICUREAN 
Restaurant 
20 Cassette Car 23 PR. 2-Way Car Speakers, 
ONLY Stereos, Underdash $ 75 $2500. ONLY Dual Cone ·· $ 49 $ J 9pr. 
20 Graphic Equalizers (Better) 10 AM/FM In-Dash Cas-
ONLY for Car, High W~.ttage $175 $59ea. ONLY settesfor Small Cars $225 $89ea. 
30 AM/FM Cassette Car 22 AM/FM Cassettes for 
ONLY Stereos In-Dash (Best) $189 $59ea. ·ONLY Car with Auto Reverse $225 $89ea. 
8 PR. Modular 4-Way Speakers 25 Graphic Equalizer (Best) 
ONLY for Car (High-Power) $179 $89pr. ONLY for Car, High Wattage $215 $89 ea. 
ALL BRAND NEW MERCHANDISE WITH FVLL 2-YEAR WARRANTIES 
Buy one or all of tlae above quantities listed- Tlae Public is Invited! 
VISA,MASTERCARD,CASHorPERSONALCHECKSWELCOME 
ONEDAYONLY SUNDAY, .JANUARY 16 ONLYWHUEQVANTITIESLASTI 
American and Mediterranean 
Cuisine 
Specializing In Greek Food 
Excellent Steaks, Seafood. and 
Wild Game 
Fine Wines 
Lunch 11-4/Dinner 4-Till 
7900 E. Colonial Dr. 
Orlando. Fla. 
277-2881 
• 
• 
• 
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reader response continued The four words journalism grads hate to hear:. 
Terry~~~~------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-----,-. frompage7 
members of his party .. A simple re-
quest since Terry's sister would be 
arriving from Detroit to join the par-
ty, along with Terry's Swiss travel-
ing companion of the past two years 
and her parents. 
In addition, since this visit was to 
be more of an enjoyment and vaca-
tion trip, Terry waived his usual fee 
($8,000-$1 f),000 per wePk) plus 
travel expenses. He instead asked 
for $1 ,500 and the cottage. He even 
paid his o~ air fare. 
According to UCF Jazz Lab Direc-
tor, John Whitney, Terry himself 
said that a New York representative 
for the Village Lounge wrote a letter 
requesting three, not two, rooms. 
. It was no wonder then that when 
Vietnamese are responsible Americans 
Editor: left and came here witn the 
Americans be~ause they do not 
believe in Communism. 
Secondly, Vietnamese students at 
UCF are not grant.ed visas nor are 
carrying passports issued by· 
Terry arrived and was informed that 
only two rooms were available, he 
packed his bags and returned home. 
The possibility that the "contract · 
disagreement" was sparked by 
racial overtones is too repugnant to 
even consider, given the carefully 
maintained Disney image. 
The bottom line is that a lot of 
people missed the opportunity to 
hear one of the leading jazz masters 
of our time. For an event of this 
magnitude, which surely would have 
boosted the credibility of the grow-
ing UCF music program, the bitter 
disappointment rings like a sour 
note echoing off the bare walls of an 
empty concert hall. 
"Sorry, you need 
experience'' 
Experience is the best 
teacher. The Future has 
reporting ·positions 
available now. 
For more information 
contact the Editorial office 
at 2-75-2601. 
-. 
In Mr. Alan Clark's letter printed 
in the Dec. 10 Future, he disapprov-
ed of the admission of students from 
countries that were vowed enemies 
to the United States, namely Viet-
nam and Iran. As the secretary of 
the newly formed Vietnamese-
American Student Association, I 
wish to inform Mr. Clark of a few 
facts about the Vietnamese students 
at UCF. 
Vietnam. They are PERMANENT .. ------------------------
All Vietnamese students are from 
South Vietnam, a former ally of the 
United States. They are the children 
of soldiers and supporters of the 
South Vietnamese Army, who 
fought side-by-side with the 
American Army against one com-
mon enemy-Communist North 
Vietnam. When the war ended, they 
RESIDENTS of the U.S. and are re-
quired to fulfill all duties of an 
American citizen, including paying 
taxes and serving in the military. As 
a matter' of fact a majority of them 
are about to become American 
citizens. For this reason no one 
should regard Vietnamese students 
as foreigners, nor impose any priori-
ty on them. 
Hung The Nguyen 
Secretary 
Vietnamese-American Student 
Association 
Teams---------------frompage7 
For example, the heart of basket- life' and relax at a game? You might 
ball season is here, both the men's even enjoy yourself-imagine that. 
and women's teams are exciting, This is not a request to make school 
and admission is free for students. spirit your number one priority, but 
Students can simply go to the it should be on the list somewhere. 
bookstore with their student ID and Thanks for reading my message. 
pick up a ticket. So students, why 
not take a couple of hours off from 
laving I Party . 
lat The Bast. 
Have Many 
Types Of Beer 
. 
1
& · Wine To 
J Serve ·You The 
Best. 
GAY COMMUNITY BAR 
37!5 ·EiOuth B .umby A.ve. 
WILD WEDNESDAY 
25 CENT WELL DRINKS 
$1 JUICE DRINKS 
$1 CALL BRANDS 
$1 CAN BEER OR WINE 
FREE PIZZA 
· Orlanda1 Fla. (30!5] 894-1421 
DAILY COCKTAIL HOUR 2-7 P.M. 
SUNDAY TEA DANCE 4-9 P.M. 
FANNIE FARKLE'STEAGARDEN 
FEATURING ... FOOD--DRINKS 
SHOWROOM AND DISCO 
FEATURING 
TOPDANCESOUNDSOFTODAY 
SEVENNIGHTSA WEEK 
DANCE TO THE NEW SOUNDS 
WITH D.J. KEN NOACK 
I 
• 
Auction Preview 6 p. m .' 
AUCTION 7 p,.m~ 
a .. "•• 11 11 11 n n n,. a n · . , 
C::.L..JOUQUD~D0&.1nnnm!:> 
.,..... D lJ I ·~ C CJ Cl,_. n f!l MU Cl~ 
f"2C::.. u a r:.., ca n c :l~~ u'~· · ~ ~~ ... ~: 
U OF' CENTRAL FLOR/·DA 
•. . 
CAMPUS . 
:, Stude·nt Center Auditorium 
_ALJVJ'4l - I 
Values to 1 • 
$900.00 Pr. 
t 
Values to $265.00 I 
·JVC 
Panasonic 
Quasar 
and more! 
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STUART ••• 
The Science Of Success 
Team up with the dramatic achievements and highest 
caliber professionals at Stuart Pharmaceuticals. a 
division of ICI Americas Inc. We are a dynamic and 
innovative organization with a highly respected name in 
ethical pharmaceuticals. We are proud of the techno· 
logical expertise that makes us a leader in the intro· 
duction of important new products such as HIBICLENS. 
TENORMIN, MYLANTA and NOLVADEX RX . 
As a Sales Representative for Stuart Pharmaceuticals. 
your responsibilities include calling on physicians, 
pharmacies. hospitals and clinics to promote the use of 
.Stuart products. 
If you will receive a BS or BA with a major in: 
• Chemistry or Biochemistry 
• Any Life Science 
• Pharmacy 
• Medical T ~chnology 
• Nursing 
• Business Administration/Mari<eting 
then this may be jL:st the opportunity you're seeking. 
Additional requirements include a strong desire to begin 
your career in sales. a high sense of professionalism. al'ld 
an articulate, poised and self-confident manner. 
,Choose smart . . . choose Stuart! We offer full salary while 
in training, salary and merit incre<1ses thereafter. out-
standing career growth opportunities with promotion 
from within, company car. relocation assistance. and an 
excellent benefits program. 
LOCAL INTERVIEWS 
will be held on campus on 
JANUARY 20, 21 
Contact your placement office for details. 
STUART 
PHARMACEUTICALS 
d1v1s1on of IC I A111e11 c: as Inc 
Wilmington, 
Delaware 19897 
An Equal Opportuni ty Employer M/ F 
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Assistant coact:l 
killed in 
boating accident , 
Terry Manfredi, a part time 
assistant football coach at UCF this 
past season, was killed in a boating 
accident on the St. Johns River Jan. 
8. 
Manfredi, 3 7, and Richard 
Aderagna, an Orlando junior high 
school teacher, were both thrown 
from the 16-foot boat after hitting a 
marker buoy in South Putnam Coun-
ty at approximately 1 p.m. Divers 
recovered Manfredi's body from the 
river about two hours later. Aderagna 
escaped .with only minor injuries. 
Manfredi had 'worked the past year 
as an assistant football coach at UCF 
in charge of running backs. In ad-
dition, he taught at Walker Junior 
High School in Orlando. He was· the 
head football coach at Colonial High 
CLAST 
putation subtest, the memo reported. 
Females scored higher than males 
in all categories but computation, 
where Asian males excelled. In other 
categories, whites scored above other 
ethnic groups. 
Students taking the next CLAST 
/NEVER KNEW 
TNE~ WEl!E 
SO MANYWAY-5 
70 SN:Jt) Y 
TRIPt.E SE:c.' 
HIRA.lVI WALKER TRIPLE SEC ton Hills. M. 
For a free recipe boo.klet. wme Hiram Walker Cordials. P.O. Box 2235. Farmm~or. H'.!!s. M!ch. 48Cig c 1982 '!r1ple Sec. 60 Proof Liqueu1'. Hiram Walker Inc · !'arming • 
Terry Manfredi 
School from 1971 - 1976, then accep-
ted the head coaching position at 
Spruce Creek High School from 1977 -
1981. 
frompage4 
scheduled for March 19 must register 
by Feb. 11. The Office of Un-
dergraduate Studies in AD 210 offers 
the brochure "Questions and Answers 
About CLAST" and can answer 
questions about CLAST require-
ments. 
.Facility-- frompage4 
be a large reception area, a booster 
club meeting room, a large conference 
room, and a laundry room. 
During late January and 
throughout February, the facility will 
be "ur.ed by two of the teams in the 
new United States Football League. 
Members of the Boston Breakers and 
New Jersey Generals will be at UCF 
for pre-season practice. 
Bill Goldsby predicts that the new 
complex will help in recruiting better 
athletes for UCF and describes the 
present facilities as inadequate. 
The complex is only half of the an-
ticipated expansion in that area. 
Lavender describes Phase Two of the 
project as identical on the outside to 
the first building, with training 
rooms, a kitchen and dining/conferen-
ce area, and locker rooms, to be used 
primarily for the football team. 
Checks --frompageI 
checks were returned because of in-
sufficient funds. The Bookstore 
cashes only a maximum of $35 in per-
sonal checks. 
"Check-cashing privileges wer-e 
revoked and some students were 
taken to the snuill claims court. But 
the problem was that it costs (the 
university) much more money than it 
was able to recover," Fickett said. 
"Now, we turn it over to the State At-
torney '.s Office.' " He said the new 
policy began in November. 
"This is the first instance that 
we've had a case of this magnitude," 
Fickett said, referring to the · 
Wilkerson case. 
• 
With the new year underway, ~e 
at Sound & Vision have decided to 
bring it in with style. As you'll 
notice, the new format for the 
FUTURE entertainment section is 
now called Encore. We plan to ex-
pand our collection of probing in-
terviews, sparkling and witty 
reviews, poignant personality 
profiles and gonzo features. 
In search of ... 
Future-January 14, 1983 
ueore 
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H you have ideas for articles 
that you would like to see in the 
pages of Encore, let us know. We 
alw.ays welcome fresh and 
sometimes off-the-wall suggestions 
to better serve our readers. 
Herewith, we present our fl.lSt 
edition. 
Whatever happened to Pia Zadora? 
by Bob Jaxson 
Adventure editor 
She was billed as the Brigitte Bar-
dot of the '80s, another blonde 
bombshell with dynamic propor-
tions and a coquettish smile that 
could break a thousand hearts. 
Awardeq a Golden· Globe as "best 
new actress," she appeared as .Kady 
in the unforgettable film classic, 
"Butterfly." Awed viewers then saw 
her grace the major TV talk shows 
where she was fawned over by the 
ebullient Merv Griffin, the caustical-
ly good-humored David Letterman 
and more recently, the squeaky-
clean Gary Collins. 
Her talents extended into the 
music world with the release of her 
solo album, produced by noted disco 
purveyor, Jacques Morali (the same 
genius who brought the Village Peo· 
pie to platinum status). 1,he album 
was a lush collection of romantic 
background music and the singer in-
fused each line with a champagne 
charm that reminded one of a 
teenaged Barry Manilow. 
B.ut at the height of her apparent 
superstardom, she disappeared. Oh, 
rumors circulated that she would be 
doing stage work on Broadway, but 
her p.ame has been p.oticeably absent 
from all . the show biz tabloids and 
popular glamour magazines. 
An anxious public yearns for a· 
mere tidbit of news about this young 
actress/singer/famous person and 
Scraps 
the recurring qt°iestion is, 
"Whatever happened to Pia 
Zadora?" . 
With noble intentions and a burn-
ing desire to Seek The Truth, I 
began the search to locate Pia 
Zadora. The lure of Broadway would 
undoubtedly be strong for an actress 
of Pia's talent. I boarded the first 
plane· to New York armed only with 
a portable tape recorder and $45 in 
cash. 
It was almost sundown when the 
plane landed and1 I hurriedly ran 
from the terminal and began hailing 
taxis. After two hours of frantic 
arm-waving, a dirty yellow cab 
pulled to the curb and I got in. 
"Take me to Pia: Zadora and make 
it snappy," I politely suggested to 
the muscular, cigar-chomping cab-
bie. He eyed me with disdain, flicked 
his ashes on my tape- recorder and 
screeched away from the curb. After. 
a nerve-shattering drlve through the 
bustling_ streets of the Big Apple, 
the cabbie stopped in front of a 
small shop. Above the smeared front . 
window was a blinking neon sign 
that read "Pizza Zandora's." 
"OK mac, you got it," the cabbie 
snarled. "Pizza Zandora's, best 
crust in town." I was bewildered. 
"You don't understand," I said. 
"I -want to find Pia Z-a-d-o-r-a, not 
pizza." An ugly argument ensued 
and I soon found myself standing 
alone in front of the pizza shop. 
Although I still had no leads and 
Pia Zadora circa 1981 
my expense account was dangerous· 
ly limited, I suddenly remembered 
an old episode of "Baretta" in which 
·Robert Blake got information from a . 
wino in return for a bottle of 
muscatel. 
Noticing a nearby liquor store, I 
bought two bottles of cheap 
muscatel and began searchip.g for a 
wino. Almost immediately I stum-
bled onto a disparate derelict lying 
in an alley, moaning. 
''I need w find Pia Zadora. Do you 
know where she might be?" I asked, 
offering the man a bottle. The wino 
grew silent. After a long pause he 
began to weep. 
"She's not here anymore," he · 
blubbered. "Crazy Willie from the 
rescue mission said she went to 
Pia, page 15 
A smorgasbord · of holiday film fa-re from tasty appetizers to burnt offerfngs 
"Tootsi~" -Smart entertainment 
at its best. Dustin Hoffman plays 
Michael ·Dorsey, an out-of-work ac-
tor with a reputation for being "dif· 
ficult.' ' So actor Michael Dorsey 
becomes actress Dorothy Michaels 
and lands a spot on the soap opera 
"Southwest General." Soon, 
Dorothy becomes the most popular 
actress in America. The results are 
both funny and touching. 
Of course, none of this would work 
if not for Hoffman. After .seeing him, 
it is impossible to imagine any other 
actor who could portray Dorothy so 
convincingly. Hoffman's Dorothy is 
cute,_ in a perverse way, and he 
shows a surprising, gentle range in 
his vocal embellishments. He · is 
remarkably re8:l. 
After last year's hit, "Absence of 
Malice,'' director Sidney Pollack has 
come up with another winner. Simp-
ly put, "Tootsie" is a lot of fun. 
''The Verdict'' -Sidney Lumet's 
film that tries the audience's pa-
tience. After an infuriatingly slow 
intro, the film picks up to become a 
rousing drama and the superb act-
ing makes this a movie to see. 
Paul Newman plays Frank Galvin, 
a boozing attorney with· a record for 
failure who gets one last chance to 
redeem himself. Strong supporting 
roles by James Mason and Lindsay 
Crouse bring thi.s sometimes lame 
story to life. Much is made of 
Newman's performance here and he 
is very good. But he has been good 
in other films ("Slapshot," 
"Absence of Malice"). Still, this film 
should get a fair trial. 
"Best _Friends"-Probably not 
the Burt Reynolds-Goldie Hawn 
film viewers expect from seeing the 
ad promos. It is not a laugh riot but 
instead a skillful portrayal of what 
can happen to two individuals who 
decide to make a commitment that 
may or may not work. Director Nor· 
man Jewison keeps the pace moving 
but credit for the authenticity of 
"Best Friends" must go to the 
autobiographical screenwriters, good "cops and robbers" flick with 
Barry Levinson and Valerie Curtin. occasional hilarious moments. 
Reynolds again proves his acting The only trouble is that the au· 
excellence when ~ven the right dience insists on laughfog 
script. Hawn hasn't been this effec- hysteri~y every time Murphy 
tive since her performance in "The opens his mouth, which can be very 
Sugarland Express." She has lost annoying when he offers such mun-
the schtick that plagued her in films · dane lines as "Hi, Luther.". But, if 
like "Foul Play" and ·"Seems Like you can find a somewhat intelligent 
Old Times," and she appears right group to see this movie with, you'll 
at home playing an intelligent, . enjoy it immensely. 
'modern woman. Especially late in· 
the film, Reynolds and Hawn show 
emotional strengths not seen before. "Ai.ri>l8ne II: The Sequel" - · 
If "Tootsie" is. the year's funniest 
comedy, "Best Friends" is easily the 
m9st intelligent. 
by Rod Durham 
Future staff 
''48 Hours' '-Despite the presence 
of Eddie Murphy this film is not an 
out-and-out comedy. But it is a very 
The same cas.t of crazies is back, 
this time embarking on the first space 
shuttle flight to the moon. Generally 
this is just a watered-down carbon 
copy of the original. The jokes, the 
'people and the situations are all the 
same. Because of the sheer enormity 
of gags, everyone will find something 
funny, but on the whole it doesn't 
stand up to the original "Airplane." 
"Still of the Night"-Not just 
·boring but dull. Recommended only 
for insomniacs. This dud will put 
you to sleep faster · than any pill. 
Meryl Streep and Roy Scheider do 
their part to keep from waking you 
up because there is hardly any 
dialogue. 
by Wayne Starr 
Future stoff 
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Egypt, Africa expeditions open to students 
Unbelievable though it may seem, 
not everyone finds a special thrill in 
perusing old history books to study 
the magnificent architecture of the 
ancient Egyptian masters. . 
An·d for many, the . majestic 
presence of a bull elephant just can-
not be aptly conveyed by a two· 
dimensional photograph in National 
Geographic. 
Now, however, the opportunity 
presents itself for interested 
students (and members of the 
general public as well) to get a first· 
hand look at the beauty and mysti· 
que of ancient Egypt and modern 
Africa. 
Beginning May 7, a two-week ex· 
peciition will leave Orlando for a 
study of Egypt in-depth. The group 
will visit Cairo and the Great 
Pyramid; Lux or and the . Valley of 
the Kings; Aswan, with a felucca 
(two-masted boat) tour of the Nile; 
plus the great temple of Ramses II 
at Abu-Simbel. A camel ride or two 
will also be featured but all long 
distance travel in Egypt will be 
covered by air to afford maximum 
tim~ at the numerous important ar· 
chaeological sites. 
'i 
V. Rand Saltsgaver, Attorney 
·Personal Injury and Wrongful Death 
Defective Product In}uries 
Criminal Law 
Initi~l consultation available without charge 
16 West Pine Street 
Orlando, Florida (305) 841-0342 
Cost from Orlando, including 
meals and air fares, is $2,800. 
- --
' ·~:; ~ ~ ~ 
.~ '£..' "W"f;... • • 1· ,, . ' ,• 
':t 
At the end of July, a tyvo-week 
photo tour of the game p{ll"KS of 
Kenya will depart Orlando. Follow-
ing a brief orientation stop in 
Nairobi, the group will spend the re-
mainder of the tour at the major 
game parks of East Africa. Included 
during the travels will be an over· 
night · stay at the famed tree hotel, 
Treetops, in Aberdare National Park 
as well as stops at the Samburu, 
Masai Mara, Amboselli and Tsavo 
(West) game reserves. An overnight 
stop will also be made at the lux-
urious Mt. Kenya Safari Club. 
Cost for this tour, including meals 
and air fare from. New York, is 
$2,495. 
Timothy O',Keefe, professor of com-
munication. O'Keefe led the univer-
sity's successful 25-day tour of the 
People's Republic of China last 
May. Students who make the trip(s) 
will be eligible to-receive writing and 
photography credit for each tour. 
For complete information.on these 
summer extra-v-aganzas, contact 
Leading these expeditions will be O'Keefe in Room 530 of the Fine 
UCF's resident adventurer, Dr. M. Arts Building or call (305) 275-2681. 
S~-H. 
IOIPlAN 
Educational Center 
There IS a diff&rence!!! 
Course Class Starting 
LSAT 
MCAT 
Gm at 
Jan.15 
Jan.16 
Jan.26 
2238 Winter Woods Blvd. 
Winter Park, Florida 32792 
San Jose Exec. Center 
We reserve the right to cancel any class for 
which there Is Insufficient enrollment 
Call for details 
Days, Evening, or Weekends 
678-8400 
Centers In More Than 80 Major US Cities 
Puerto Rico, Toronto Canada & Lu ano Switzerland 
ORIGINAL 
THINKING 
In the age of information technology, a company 
-whose sales of $1.7 billion annually and whose 
products and components extend from data acqui-
sition and information processing through data 
communication to voice, video and graphic com-
munication - is making original thinking a reality 
for their new graduates. 
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS 
February 2nd 
Electrical and Chemical Engineering, Computer 
Science, Engineering Technology, Physics, 
Material Science, Accounting/Finance, and 
Technical Sales (EE, l\1E, CSJ Majors 
man~s 
An Equal Opportunity Employer. M / F/ H/ V 
• 
... 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
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Hollywood. I just heard the news 
last week." 
Hollywood! I should have known. 
I again hailed another taxi and head-
ed ·for the airport; I had to catch the 
next flight to California. Pia, I was 
sure, would be waiting. 
••• 
The crowded termjnal was a sea of 
bodies and baggage. The only 
available flight ·was overbooked and 
I was out of money. After an unsuc-
cessful attempt -to reach my Future 
editor in Orlando (he wouldn't ac-
cept my collect call), I tried Plan B. 
. I approached the young woman at 
the ticket counter and told her that I 
was a political correspondent about 
to uncover a story of national impor-
tance and I had to be on that plane. 
She was skeptical but when I offered 
her the last bottle of muscatel she 
stamped my ticket. Boarding the 
plane with seconds to spare, I took 
the last .seat in the coach section and 
ordered a tray of bloody marys. · 
By sunrise, the plane passed over 
the Grand Canyon. Gazing down at 
the gaping valleys l;>elow, I thought 
again of Pia. Formulating my search 
plan, I decided to try the movie 
studios first, then perhaps Beverly 
Hills. But California has a. lot of 
hiding places and it would take time. 
(Editor's note: This concludes the 
first installment of the Pia Zadora 
report. The last correspondence we 
received from Bob Jaxson was a 
motel postcard from Encino that 
read, "Still no luck. Send money. 
More to come.") · 
FOR RENT 
SOCRATES DRIVE 
New Deluxe 2 bedroom 2 bath 
townhouse . completely equip-
ped GE kitchen, carpet, drapes, 
washer/dryer hook-ups, and 
private patio. One month free 
rent! $425 per month. 
Snyla Reich Manager 
894-6281 
Help our 
colleges cope 
with fuflation. 
The money 
. you__give 
may decide 
whether Iin to be 
or not to be. 
- William Shakespeare 
Poe!. Actor. Playwright 
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Coming Attractions ... 
South of the Border 
. The UCF art department will 
once again offer a trip to Mexico 
during spring break, March 3-8. 
The six-day tour is open to all 
students, faculty and staff and 
is being offered in conjunction 
·with the course in Mexican art, 
currently offered during the · 
spring semester. Althqugh final · 
costs have not yet been deter-
mined, anyone who wishes fur-
ther information about this 
Yucatan hejira may contact 
Margaret Skoglund in the art 
department at x-2676. 
Simon Says 
The Central Florida Civic 
Theatre presents the Nell Simon 
comedy, "The Sunshine Boys," . 
a:t 8 p.m., Jan. 12-15 and 19-22 
and at 2 p.m. on Jan .. 16. Stu-
dent tickets are $6, adult tickets 
are $9 for Friday and Saturday 
shows and $8 for weeknights. 
The Theatre is located at 1010 
E. Princeton St., Loch Haven 
Park, Orlando. 
Art Exhibits 
The Cr~alde School of Art an-
nounces its exhibition of prints 
by world-renown artist/sculptor . . 
Alexander Calder, USF visiting 
artist Robert Raµschenberg and 
leading New York pnp artist 
James Rosenquist. The exhibi- · 
tion continues through Feb. 18 
at the Crealde Gallery, located 
off Aloma Avenue in Winter 
Park. 
••• 
Focus Photography Gallery 
and the Cr.eative Art Gallery 
present "Small Works," an ex_-
hibition of photography by 
internationally-known 
photographer Jerry U elsmann 
and Diane Farris. The show con-
tinues through Jan. 29 at the 
Creative Art Gallery located at 
324 N. Park Ave., Winter Park. 
Attention Engineers 
On Campus Interviews 
Thursday, January 27th 
8:00 am to 5:00 pm 
Country Music 
Million-selling songwriter/ 
singer Mack Vickery will be at 
the Cheyenne Saloon & Opera 
House at 9 p.m. and 12:45 p.m. 
on Jan. 17. Vickery, a 20-year 
veteran of' the music business 
who writes for Jerry Lee Lewis, 
will perform his two best sellers, 
"Only Hell My Mama Ev~r 
Raised'' and ''Jamestown 
Ferry." For more information, 
call 422-2434. · 
New Traditionalists 
Put on those kilts and balmorals 
for the Sixth Annual Orlando Scot-
tish Highland Games, sponsored 
by the Scottish-American Society 
of Central Florida. Traditional ac-
tivities include Haggis hurling, 
caber toss, hammer toss 
clachnaert and sheaf toss. Dancing, 
bagpipe and drum corps music will 
also be feafured. The events begin 
at 9 a.m. on Jan. 15 at the Central 
Florida Fairgrounds. Tickets are 
available at the gate and are $5 for 
.adtilts, $3 for children. Ceud mile 
failte! 
Make Your First Career Step A Powerful One! 
Your fu1ure Is drawing near, and so are the decisions that will shape It. At TAMPA ELECTRIC. your Electrical , Mechanical or 
Chemical Engineering degree can play an Important role In the future; a future that will allow you to grow and expand as we 
do to meet the energy demands of the coming decades. 
II responsibility, challet1ge and growth are Important to your career, so Is TAMPA ELECTRIC COMPANY. Don't miss this oppor· 
!unity to attend our upcoming On-Campus Interviews. To arrange a convenient date and time, contact you Placement Office. 
At TAMPA ELECTRIC, you'll receive an excellent salary, many valuable benefits Important to a new career, and exceptional 
. opportunities to grow all In the excitement and beauty of sunny Tampa, Florida. Don't hesitate. Join TAMPA ELECTRIC. and give 
yourself more power for your futurel 
IF UNABLE TO ATTEND 
PLEASE FORWARD YOUR RESUME TO: M 1AMPA 
Ray Meade ELECTRIC P.O. Boie 111 . , . 
Tampa, Florida 33601 ~. TECO ENERGY COMPANY An Equal Opportunity 
Employer M/F 
AIR ·FORCE NURSING~ 
A great way of life. 
A lot of hard ·work is required before you're 
accepted as an Air Force. nurse. You must com-
plete nursing school and boards and qualify. 
Then your future as an Air Force officer and 
nurse begins_ with presentation of the insignia 
of your new rank. It's a bright an.d fulfilli!lg 
future. You'll work with the Air Force health 
care tearn and be responsible for direct' patient 
care . 
If you qualify and wish to compete, you may 
specialize in a number of areas . If you want to 
pursue higher educational goals, the Air Force 
offers many opportunities. · 
Air Force nursiog. Unlimited opportunity and 
excellent health care. An Air Force nurse· re· 
cruiter has details. 
AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY OF 
LIFE. 
IT MAY. BE FOR YOU. 
SERGEANT JIM DOTSON, 4640 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TR. 
SUITE 401, ORLANDO, FL . 32809 PH: 855-2830 
P e16 
Monday 
25¢Draft 
81.75 Pitcher 8-11 
Tuesday 
All Imports 81.00 
Wednes.-ay 
Michelob& 
Michelob lite 
85¢ Bottles 
Thursday 
Ladies Nite Free Draft 
For Ladies 8-10 
D-J & Dancing _ 
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CARRIE NATIONS 
TAVERN 
82.50 Pitchers 40¢ Draft 
All Imports 81.00 
M-F 12 til 7 
(Fairway Shopping ·center) 11636 E. Highway 50 273-4297 
LAMBDA 
. . 
CHI 
ALPHA 
"We've Got It All" · 
SPRING RUSH '83 
Parties at St. Joseph.'s Rec. Center 
Map to St. Joseph's Friday-7 pm 
tZl 
"'Buffalo Style Chicken" ~ 0 and 
c 
If) 
Open Bar 
r-l ~ ~ 
~ Tonight! u 
0 
Friday 
81.00 off any 
Pitcher 8-11 
Saturday 
Happy Hour 8-11 
D-J & Danclng 
Sunday 
All Day & Nite 
20¢ off All c~ns 
and Bottles. 50¢ 
all pitchers 
Special Discounts 
Day&Nite 
Saturday· 7 pm 
Hot Dogs 
and 
Beer 
Jan.15th 
• 
.. 
• 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
Lady Knights 
continue their 
winning ways 
by Mike 'Candelaria 
Future sports 
The UCF women's basketball team 
began its Sunshine State Conference 
title defense ~esday by trouncing 
rivw Rolliiis College 78-41 in the UCF 
gym. With this win, the team enters 
tonight's makhup against Florida 
Southern with an 11-3 record. 
Against Rollins, the Lady Knights 
raced off to a 19-4 lead and eased into 
halftime with a ~4-21 lead. In the 
second half it was more of the same as 
head coach Joe Sanchez substituted · 
freely. 
"We executed well early and took 
their entire offense out of the g~e," 
Sanchez said. 
Sanchez had expected the team to 
be good this year, and the season has 
not been a disappointment thus far. 
FollowiD.g the holidays, the team beat 
Southern Maine 78-56 and Bluefield 
State 97 -49. Last weekend the Lady 
Knights plfced second in the Central 
Florida Holiday Classic despite being 
the only Division II school in the 
tournament. 
"I feel very good," Sanc;hez said. 
"Tl1e tournament was a success. It 
showed that when we want to play we 
can." 
Sanchez cited excellent offensive 
and defensive team play and good 
composure as the keys to the team's 
· success. Thus far this season, junior 
forward Dorine Van Tongeren leads 
the Lady Knights Jn scoring with a 
17 .5 average followed by Marcie 
Swilley with 11 points and Susan 
Brase with 10 points. 
Despite the team's success, San-
chez io concerned about some up-
coming games with tough teams in-
cluding tonight's battle against 
Florida Southern. 
"Florida Southern is very strong," 
he said. "They're the team we're 
~oing to have to beat." 
Sports editorial 
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Men whip 
Rollins by 
· .25 points 
by Mike Candelaria 
Future sports 
The UCF men's basketball team 
began its quest for the Sunshine State 
Conference title Tuesday Itjght in the 
UCF gym, defeating crosstown rival 
Rollins College 93-68. The Knights 
have now won six ~traight games and 
nine of the last 10 to raise their record 
to 9-4. Tonight the Knights travel to 
Lakeland to battle conference nemesis 
Florida Southern. 
Early in the game, the Knights fell 
behind against a hot-shooting Rollins, 
but battled back to take a 48-42 half. 
time lead. In the second half turn-
overs and foul trouble from star 
guard Theo McWhite allowed the 
Knights to pull away to the 25-point 
margin of victory. · 
"The final score is not indicative . . 
Rollins shot very well. We're not that 
much better than Rollins," head 
coach Torchy Clark said. 
Sharpshooting junior guard David 
Murray led the Knights with 20 
points while sophomore Ronnie 
Thornton added 16 and junior 
Terence Stanley netted 14. Ron 
Harris led Rollins with 21 points. 
For the Knights, a season which 
began with their worst start ever has 
now turned to gold. After losing their 
first three games the Knights have 
. reeled off six straight wins, including 
several upsets of Division I foes. 
On the darker side for the Knights, 
senior guard Eddie Rhodes became 
ineligible to play over the break; 
however, the loss of Rhodes was eased 
by the. appearance 0f Stanley and 6-
foot-9-inch center Bruce Pringle, both 
of whom became eligible to play. 
Stanley, especially, has fit in well, 
scoring 33 points in his first two 
games. 
Despite the roster changes, the 
Knights continue their .· streak. 
Porn GlmsonlFuture Rollins, page 19 
Dan Faison goes up for two in Tuesday night's game against Rollins. 
UCF football takes a step in the right direction 
by Lee Lerner 
:Sports editor 
The UCF football program . took a 
giant step toward ·big time college 
football last month with the hiring 
of former NFL coach Lou Saban. 
Saban, who 'uas also head coach of 
the United States Military 
Academy at West Point and of the 
University of Miami, brings the col-
lege coaching experience and clout 
that Athletic Director Bill Peterson 
and other u.niversity officials have 
sought. Saban is the added shot in 
the arm that the program needed 
after suffering through last year's 
0-lQ season, the team's first in Divi· 
sion II competition. · 
Although Saban has been on cam-
pus for only a short time, the fruits 
of his arrival are already evident. 
Sin"e he has accepted the job, the 
program has been pledged some con-
siderably large donations to aid in 
both recruitment and scholarships. 
The largest donation comes from 
Saban's former boss, ' New York 
y ankees I owner George Steinbren-
ner, to the tune of $50,000. 
Although both the university and 
Steinbrenner's spokesman claim the 
donation has nothing to do with the 
flamboyant owner's friendship with 
Saban or the coach's vacating of the 
post as the club's president, both 
sides are quick to add, however, that 
Saban's relationship with Steinbren-
ner leaves the door wide open for 
future contributions from the 
Yankee boss. 
In addition to contributions gain-
ed since his arrival, the university 
has also received an added burst of 
national recognition because of 
Saban. Media outlets throughout 
the country carried the news of 
Saban accepting the university's 
head coach position, and the pin-
nacle of this recognition occurred 
this week when Sports Illustrated 
decided that Saban's move south 
was worth putting in. print. The 
story is tentatively scheduled for 
publication in February. 
Having been on campus only a 
brief period, Saban has found little 
time so far to mill over last year's 
game films or statistics and 
moreover, Saban gives the impres-
sion that he might do just as well · to 
never look back. 
"I have no reason to look 
backwards," Saban said. "There are 
too many unpredictables by compar-
ing last year and this one. ' ' 
Saban has planned no drastic 
changes for the team and he's ready 
-to dive heavily into recruiting 
qualified students with talent for 
Football, page 19 
Lou Saban 
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The men's and women's crew will both be trying to repeat a~ 
national champions. · 
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Future/Ille photo 
Crew gearing up fo·r 
another tough season . 
by Leslie deZwart 
Future sports 
time in several years. The varsity 
eight will be a mldweight boat with 
about a 175-pound average. "Toward 
UCF's .crew begins preparing this the end of the season as the people in 
weekend for another season with the boat mature I think they will sur-
hopes of again bringing home national · prise people," Kamrad said. 
championships. There are only tw0 returning mem-
The teams face competitive bers on the women's crew from the 
schedules with · the men battling national champion lightweigh~ four 
Divison i and II national champions, and two returning members from the ~ 
Yale and FIT. The women also face fifth place heavy four. Kamrad said, 
the Division I national champions "Their leadership coupled with the 
Ya)e and an FIT women's crew that enthusiasm of the newcomers should 
has not been beaten on Florida waters provide UCF with another 8uccessful 
. for the past two years. and perhaps national championship 
Coach Dennis Kamrad said this season." 
year will be a challenge due to the fact Both teams will have competitive 
that he's lost over half his · squad to equipment for the first tjme in the 
graduation or other reasons. "In both program's history. New equipment 
the programs we have the foun- was purchased to replace some of the 
dations and nucleus to be com- equipment that was destroyed by a 
petitive, just how competitive will heavy storm this summer. "Without a 
depend on the amount of drive and doubt the replacemen~ of a few oars 
dedication each person puts forth," and boats gives the . crew a stronger 
Kamrad said. feeling of belonging at UCF," 
The UCF me11's crew will be Kamrad said. 
boating a freshman eight for the first Preparation -for the season will in-
. * * * *' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * .. * * 
LIPP SEAVICE lhC. 
• * .. 
INC REDIBLF. S UNDS ! 
. . 
* LIVE OR RECORDED MUSIC 
+- INDOOR AND . OUTDOOR 
• ROCK I .NEW WAVE I JA.'l,Z 
*· D.ISC JOCKEYS 
CHRIS 
322 -0701 or 
GARY 
645-1802 
* * * * * * * * * * * .. * * * * .• * * "'* 
clude working on endurance both on 
and off the water, strength training 
and many miles of rowing. ''We have 
to get used to new equipment and 
develop our technique to take· advan-
tage of the type of boats we pur-
chased," Kamrad said. 
See The· SAE Difference 
Chapter House 
12108 Darwin Dr. 
Orlando 
(right across from UCF) 
Rush Parties 
Jan 14and 15 
Stop by table on 
SC green 
for details or call 
281-1856 
• 
• 
- " 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
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· Rollins-------------trompage 11 
Against two Division I teams. they've because of one player's efforts, but 
played perhaps their two finest through the result of each t.eam mem-
ballgames, defeating Towson State ber playing well. 
80-57, and completely frustrating 
Fordham University, beating them 
80-66. 
. Clark feels the keys to the Knight's 
success has been the play of 6-foot-
8-inch junior Isaac McKinnon and the 
experience the team has gained. 
"We're still a very young ball club, 
but we're a little more experienced 
now," Clark said. "And Isaac played 
real good ball.' ~ He also stated that 
the team's improvement hasn't been 
Throughout the winning streak the 
Knights have featured a balanced 
scoring attack led by sophomores 
Dan Faison's 17 points a game, and 
Thornton's 16 per game . . 
The Knights, however, cannot af-
ford to rest on their recent success, 
because tonight's contest is against a 
powerful Florida Southern team. "I 
saw them play, they're excellent, very 
strong," Clark said. 
Saban --------------from page 11 
the fall drive. His game plan for the 
spring practice sessions is very 
basic; fundamentals and condition-
ing will be stressed when the team 
starts practicing in mid-March. 
Despite all the positives brought 
about by Saban talcing over as 
coach, they do not automatically 
spell success for the program. A 
quick look back reveals the dismal 
winless season of the past year, and 
climbing from this low position will 
take more than a big-name coach to 
turn things around. A more realistic 
chance for the team's success will 
come about only through continued 
community support in addition to 
the changes Saban will bring. 
Sports Briefs 
Former UCF football standouts 
Bill Giovanetti and Mike Som-
merfield were recently signed to 
two-year contracts with the Tam-
pa Bay Bandits of the new United 
States Football League. 
Giovanetti was signed as a line-
backer antj. Sommerfield · as a 
defensive tackle after attending -a 
mini-camp held by the team in 
Tampa. 
• •• 
A leisure time "Weight training 
for women' ' class will be held 
every Tuesday and Thursday 
night from 9-10 p.m. , Classes 
begin Jan. 26 and will stress in-
dividual goals for anyone wishing 
to tone up or build. For further in-
formation contact Valerie Sevara 
at 831-4415. 
The UCF Wrestling team will 
host Florida State University and 
California State (Pa.) at 2 p.m. on 
Jan. 15 in the UCF gym. 
• •• 
.The annual Intramural Singles 
Racquetball Tournament is 
~cheduled to begin at 5 p.m., Jan. 
21, and conclude on Jan. 22. This 
event is open to all·ucF students, 
faculty and staff with two levels 
of competition for men and one 
for women. Stop by Recreational 
Services or call x-2408 for entry 
forms and information. 
Deadline: 
Monday at Noon 
-(! LASSIFIED Student Rat~: 50 cents per line 
roommates 
remale to share 2-bdrm. 2-bath apt. 
$220/mo. Includes EVERYTHING (rent, elec., 
phone, groc., etc., etc., etc.) Coll 2n-3879 
after6PM. 
273-5610 
UNIVERSITY VILLAS 
Furnished & Unfurnished $240-$265 
2 Pools, Tennis Courts 
Part-time help wanted. Herbal World, 896-
1017. 
• servtces 
$7/hr. or more possible as an A.Y.E. dealer. Personality profiles for your next party. In· 
·Pt.-tlme, hours flexible. Coll Dave Coles, 4-6 depth, entertaining, and accurate. Coll 
PM Mon-Sat., 568-5531 . Etrzabeth, 671.'1208. 
On·slte bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall 
Female to share 4-bedroom mobile home. Watters, waitresses, bartenders, bouncer 
$1AO/month and 1;4 utilities. Coll Sherry, 282.i------------------i needed for port-time only In theater lounge . 
Business and per.sonal consultations. The 
coming year clearly defined: business, 
finance, marriage, health, career. Ac· 
curate and reasonable. 671·1208. Mall Inquiry to 21st Century Theater Lounge. 4875. Closing date Jan. 19. PO Box 19104, Orlan· 
Female roomte wanted to share 3-bed, 2-
bath Winter Park house, 20 min. from UCF 
5 min. downtown Winter Park w/ 2 other 
females. $150/mo. & 1/3 all bills. Must be 
nonsmoker, fun loving, mellow, clean, & 
financially responsible. Prefer Health or 
Natural Science major. 628-3223. 
for sale 
lr\etnatiorial Library of Music, 1960 edition. 
1v·volumes, including baroque to 20th cen· 
tury compositions, pianist's guide, history, 
and home sing-along collection. Will sell for 
LK. UNDERHILL. Female seeks same to sher~ best offer over $50. Call Nelson at 273-5465. 
2-bdrm. 2-bath. $175/mo. & 1h util. Call Kelly, 
299-2258 9-5. Close to East-West. HP67 programmable calculator. Exe. cond. 
$225. Call 365-8135. 
Home to share-need a place to live? 3 
bedroom house with pool In Apopka area. 2742 Pennsylvania off 520 near UCF. 3-2, Fla. 
$175/month & portion of utilities. Call rm ., big house, assume _ 7314%, good terms, 
Kathleen, 862-4945 or 425-5501 . porch, fenced, nice. C-Me Realty, 869-4888.· 
Housemate wanted, private bedroom and Tl-59 programmable calculator and a PC· 
bath. $200 plus 112 utilities. Call Carol at 275- 100 thermal printer, 2. software · modules, 
6540 after 5 PM. and 8 programming workbooks, all must go 
now. $250. Steve, (904) 734-5554 (work). 
Housemate wanted: 1 (or 2) people to share 
3-bdrm/2-bath, ·1akefront house, cntrl. Fleetwood Barrington . 24x56 upgraded In-
heat/air, washer, dishwasher, phone. 1 mi. terlor ovesized screened room/carport, utll . 
from UCF. Rent: $193.50/mo. & 112 electric shed. Located Palm Valley, 1/4 acre lot. Im· 
and $175damage deposit. Call 275-5190. med. occupancy. Best reasonable offer. 
831-5216. 
Female UCF student to live In new home. 
UCF/Alafaya. $325 pays mnt, food, utilities, 1981 Toyota Corolla Tercel. Auto/AC/AM·FM 
water, elec., tel., cooking, laundry, and stereo cassette. $5500 or best off. Kathleen, 
cleaning services. Call 365-6555. 862-4945, 425-5501 . 
Female to share a beau., private 3-bdrm. trl. High back couch, very good condition, 
on 112 acre (agric.) 8 min. NW of UCF. $175 plaid. Call 275-0400, ask for Barb. 
(furn. room, all utils., etc.) 671-6355 (Nancy). 
Hewlett-Packard 41-C/CV ·owners. Card 
reader new, sti ll in box, never used. Call 
Mike, 275-0400, leave phone I . 
American Tourlster briefcase, good condlt. 
1t------------------1 Coll Russ Kiger, 896-0518. 
for rent 
HEAVY DUTY 6x16 open trailer for rent, $15 
per day. 275-3936. 
Townhouses avail. from $98.75 to $105/mo. 
per person. Cambridge Circle, 273-0990 or 
273-6528. Roommate ref. avail. free. 
WI option to buy, 3-bdrm., 2-bath w/ fam. 
rm ., fireplace, 2-car garage. 11/2 mi. from 
UCF. $475/mo. Call eves. 904-736-1549. 
help wanted 
Position available for 83/34 school year at 
UCF. Manager of refrigerator rental prog. 
Exe. part time Income. Gain practical bus. 
experience. Coll CPI at 301-699-9264 or 
write 4500 College Ave., College Park, MD 
20740 by 2/1 /83 . 
do, FL 32814. 
Secretarial, bookkeeping, and general of-
fice In an electronic sales office. 16-20 
hrs/wk. Rowe Electronics, Inc., Casselberry, 
339-0492. 
Gay Community Services of Central Florida 
offering legal and medical referral, coun-
seling, hot line with trained members & 
special activities. For Information call THE-
GA VS (843-4297). 
ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY 
TESTS, LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy, 
confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control 
1--__:.--------------i Center, Inc ., 725 N. Magnolia Ave. 
typists 
EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full time. Term· 
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. 
Correction of spelling, grammor, punc. and 
editing included. Reasonable. Call Bea , 
678-1386. 
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correc-
tion of spelling , grammar, punctuation. 
Term papers, theses, dissertations, research 
papers, resumes, and typing. All work 
. prepared on IBM display writers. Full-time 
staff, all have college degrees. 24-hr. tur-
naround avail. 671·3007. 
Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist. 16 yrs. 
experience at low rates. Call DAY or 
EVENINGS, 678-4360. 
Accurate TYPING, attractive/correct forms. 
IBM Set. II. Reasonable, minor editing. Exp. 
In any/all Jobs. Call Martl-1 mi. from cam-
pus. 365-6874 by 7 AM or after 5:30 PM. 
Typing service available, 11 years ex-
perience. Close to UCF. Cal l Denise, 275-
6257. 
0 0 
"RESUMES"•• JANUARY SPECIAL••• 
Single-page resume, $4. Extra ORIGINALS, 
25¢ each. 1-day turnaround. JUDY'S 
Business Service, 671-0312. 
WORD PROCESSING. Professional typing for 
all your needs. PROMPT. DEPENDABLE. 
REASONABLE. Call JUDY'S Business· Service, 
671-0312. 
Computer word processing, customized 
resumes, theses, term papers, reports, etc. 
From $1.50/pg. Call Jackie, 678-3173. 
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY, FAST, ACCURATE, 
REASONABLE, DAY OR EVENING, 678-0241 . . 
Available by phone 24 hours a day: 422· 
0606; or toll free 1-800-432-8517. 
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control infor-
mation, pregnancy te .. ts and counseling. 
VD screening, low cost, confidential sei-
vices. 
Central Florida Women's 
Health Organization 
609 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando 
898-0921 
"Nice boy with truck," moving and hauling, 
reasonable rates. 275-3667. 
Ji(§ .. · ~oc r ·lrJ1 . . 
C::Luuc 
1ndiv1ciua1 con,ticient1al6ounsellng 
Gynecologists 
Speaker Service 
2233 LEE. RD. WINTER PARK 
. 628-0405 
Toll Free 800-432-5249 
ORLANDo a WINTER PARk 
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
.., .. 
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University Waterbed & Mattress Co. 
Grand Opening Sale 
Lowest prices! Don't sleep on the floor! -------
Water beds 
$278 for our popular bookshelf waterbed, in-
cludes heater, liner, pedestal, d~ck, frame, 
headboard and mattress. 
Solid wood, smooth finish 
Buttonwood 
$188 Complete 
Unfinished waterbed -$148 
. 4 board unfinished frame complete 
Waterbed .Accessorres 
LAP.seam mattress 
·Waveless 
Deluxe 4-year warranty heater 
Mattress pad 
Water conditioner/1 yr · 
38.88 
98.00 
38.88 . 
12.00 
1.75 
Conventional Beds 
Innerspring mattresses 
and foundations 
$98 I set twin 159 /set queen 
118 /set full 189 /set king 
Price Guarantee 
University Waterbed & Mattress Co. guarantees 
our prices to be lower .than those of any of our 
competition within 30 days or we will refund the 
difference . 
llours: 11 am to 9 pm 
Mon thru Sat 
Closed Sunday 
11660 East Colonial Dr. 
275-5442 
____ --JJ I._____ _ . 
UCF Blvd UCF 
E. Colonial Dr. HWY 50 ' 
